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The electron spin resonance (ESR) technique was introduced to study the photocarrier generation mechanism
in the dual-layered organic photoreceptors containing DEH in the carrier transport layer (CTL) and bisazo
pigments synthesized by coupling 1,5-diaminoanthraquinone with various 2-hydroxy-3-anphthanlidies in the
carrier generation layer (CGL). The results showed that the photocarrier efficiency strongly depended upon
the spin concentration of the bisazo pigments under irradiation. The dependence was successfully elucidated
by the reaction rates of photocarrier generation elementary processes.

Introduction

The dual-layered photoreceptor (see Figure 1), composed of
the carrier generation layer (CGL) and the carrier transport layer
(CTL), has been widely used in electrophotography because of
its high photosensitivity and durability as compared to the single
photoreceptor.1-3 Its photocarrier generation process is supposed
to include three successive processes.4 (i) The exciton produced
by photon absorption in the bulk of the CGL diffuses to the
CGL/CTL interface; (ii) the exciton undergoes the photoinduced
electron transfer to generate a geminate pair at the interface,
and the geminate pair dissociates into a free electron and hole
pair; (iii) the hole is transported to the surface of the photo-
receptor. Many investigations showed that the first excited
singlet state is the precursor state for the photocarrier generation
in the first process.5-7 The photocarrier generation occurs at
the CGL-CTL interface, via the photoinduced electron transfer
(ET).8,9 Its transport efficiency relates to the oxidation potentials
of the carrier generation material (CGM) and carrier transport
material (CTM).10-16 The CTM is thought to be a catalyst that
diminishes the activation energy of the exciton dissociation (the
lowest excited state). The hole transport process in the CTL is
a redox process of the electric field driven chain between the
neutral molecules and their ion radicals.17,18However, the overall
pathways and elementary processes have not been clearly
understood. Undoubtedly, adequate knowledge of the photo-
carrier generation mechanism is necessary to search for excellent
photoconductive materials.

The electron spin resonance technique was our new attempt
to study the details of the carrier photogeneration processes.
The idea is based on the CGMs being easily excited to generate
electron-hole pairs under irradiation. Since the ESR is more
sensitive to radicals than any other available technique,19 it is
used to study the electron-hole pairs. A quantitative relationship
between the spin concentration and the average quantum
efficiency, in case of a series of bisazo pigments, was uncovered.
To verify the results, a kinetic investigation based on the
elementary processes was involved.

Experimental Section

(a) Materials. 1,5-Diaminoanthraquinone was purchased from
Tokyo Kasei (Tokyo, Japan). The 2-hydroxy-3-naphthanlide
couplers used were supplied by the Ninth Dye Co. (Shanghai,
China) and were recrystallized fromN,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF) and methanol.p-(Diethylamino)benzaldehyde diphenyl-
hydrazone (DEH) was synthesized for our experiment.20

(b) General Techniques.Melting points were taken on a
precision melting apparatus of X6 Model and were uncorrected.
Elemental analyses were performed on a Carlo. Erba. Infrared
spectra were determined on a Daojin IR-470 Model. Absorption
spectra were recorded on a BECKMAN-DU 50 UV-vis. Mass
spectra were determined on a HEWLETT 5890. The bisazo
pigments were measured by FAB mode, while DEH was
measured by EI mode.

ESR spectra were determined on a JES-FEIXG ESR spec-
trometer (JEOL) with a xenon lamp. The xenon lamp emits

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the photocarrier generation at the
interface of the dual-layered photoreceptor. A and T, respectively,
denote bisazo pigment and CTM molecule, and A* means the
photoexcited bisazo pigment.
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ultraviolet light and white light, a monochromatic light of 569
nm was obtained by the filter which was fixed on the light access
from the Xenon lamp to sample cell. The standard sample is
diamond. The internal standard sample is manganese. The
measurement was carried out under a magnetic field of 3300
( 250 G and an oscillator frequency of 9.235 GHz.

(c) Synthesis of Bisazo Pigments.Nine bisazo pigments (see
Figure 2) studied in this work were synthesized by first
diazotizing 1,5-diaminoanthraquinone with a slight excess of
sodium nitrite in 18 wt % of hydrochloric acid and then by
coupling the resulting tetrazonium salt with various 2-hydroxy-
3-anphthanlidies in DMF in the presence of sodium acetate. The
crude pigments were isolated by filtration and were purified by
repetitive washings with water and DMF to remove inorganic
and organic impurities. All synthetic bisazo pigments are high-
melting solids with unnoticeable melting or decomposition
below 300°C. Schematics of the synthesis are found in the
literature.21,22Satisfactory elemental analytical and spectroscopic
data were obtained from all bisazo pigments.

(d) Device Fabrication and Evaluations.The xerographic
properties of bisazo pigments were examined in the dual-layered
photoreceptors, which are composed of CGLs with various
bisazo pigments and a CTL with the same CTM (DEH was
used here). The CTL is about 18µm in thickness and contains
40 wt % of DEH in a polycarbonate matrix. The CGL is about
0.7µm, and the concentration of the bisazo pigment in the poly-
(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is 66.7 wt %. The geometry of
all xerographic devices examined is held to be the same, thus
enabling the xerographic properties of various bisazo pigments
to be comparative.

The average quantum efficiency of the photoreceptor was
measured by the above apparatus, which is schematically shown
in Figure 3. The application of corona charge and subsequent
exposure of the photoreceptor to light were conducted in an
electrostatic paper analyzer, which consists of a corona generat-
ing unit, a tungsten lamp as the light source, and an electrostatic
voltmeter. A monochromatic light of 569 nm was applied to
the photoreceptor from the CTL side through an interference
filter. The data of the decrease in the surface potential were fed
to a computer through a preamplifier and an A/D converter to

obtain the average quantum efficiency (ηj), which was defined
as the number of the surface charges neutralized by the absorbed
photons within the time interval (t1/2) from the initial potential
(V1) to 0.5Vi. The value ofηj is given by

whereε is the dielectric constant of the photoreceptor medium
(here, we used 3.0 as the dielectric constant, which was also
adopted by Goliber23), ε0 is the permittivity of free space,h is
the Planck constant,C is the light speed,∆V is half of the initial
potential (Vi), l is the thickness of photoreceptor (l ) 18 µm),
λ is the light irradiation wavelength (λ ) 569 nm), andI′ is the
incident light intensity per unit area. This equation was deduced
from the quantum efficiency equation.8,24

(e) AM1 Calculation. The HOMO energy level calculations
were carried out using Hyperchem 4.5 (AM1 method used
here).25

Results and Discussion

Under the xenon lamp, 569 nm irradiation and no irradiation,
the ESR signals of all bisazo pigments are single peaks found
in the middle of two peaks of manganese. Theirg factors are
2.0032, similar to that ofR,R′-diphenyl-â-picrylhydrazyl.26 The
intensity of the ESR signal under irradiation is stronger than
that without irradiation (see Figure 4). The ESR signal under
irradiation is attributed to the photocarrier, in which the
photocarrier generation mechanism is similar to that of the single
layer photorecepor. The ESR signal without irradiation may arise
from the intramolecular electron transfer or thermal effect. The
enhancement in signal intensity under the xenon lamp is obvi-
ously larger than that under 569 nm. The reason is that the light
intensity of 569 nm was much weaker than that of the light
original source (or the xenon lamp) without through the filter.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the spin concentra-
tion of sample9 and the irradiation time. The result shows that
as the irradiation time is increased from 1 to 3 min, the spin

Figure 2. Molecular structures and the highest occupying molecular
orbital (HOMO) energy levels of CGM and CTM.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus for average
quantum efficiency measurement.
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concentration increased slightly. The other bisazo pigments1-8
show similar phenomena. The effect of irradiation time on the
spin concentration was less. In the following experiments, the
irradiation time was kept to 2 min.

To evaluate if the ESR spectrometer was quantitative, eight
same-weight specimens from sample9 were measured under
the same condition. Their ESR results show the same spin
concentrations. The relative error is less than 1%. In addition,
the spin numbers of six specimens with different weights from
sample9 were measured (note: the empty tube has no ESR
signal). The linear relationship between the spin number and
the weight was excellent (see Figure 6). These phenomena
indicate that this spectrometer is quantitative.

Many investigations showed that the photoreceptors using
bisazo pigments as CGMs are extrinsic ones.27 According to
the Noolandi and Hong photogeneration model10 (see Figure
7), the quantum efficiency of photogeneration is independent
of the excitation wavelength for the extrinsic photogenerators.
The photons from the light sources with the different excitation
wavelengths lead to the excitons located in the different excited
states. Therefore, the relationship between the spin concentration

and the average quantum efficiency was studied. The average
quantum efficiency versus the spin concentration with irradiation
is plotted in Figure 8, which shows a linear relationship. The
correlation coefficients are respectively 0.97 (under xenon lamp)
and 0.95 (569 nm irradiation). The linear relationship between
the average quantum efficiency and the spin concentration under
irradiation indicates that the spin concentration can show the
overall photocarrier generation of the photoreceptors. The results
also verify the above assumption that the photocarrier generation
process for the different light sources is the same. There is no
linear relationship between the average quantum efficiency and
the spin concentration without irradiation (Table 1).

Next, the relationship between the neutralization rate of the
surface charge of the photoreceptor and an incident light
intensity was measured in order to investigate the bimolecular
recombination process of the free carriers. In the case that the
recombination rate of the carriers is negligibly low, the
neutralization rate of the surface charge is proportional to the
incident light intensity. Conversely, in the case that the
bimolecular recombination of carriers predominantly occurs, the

Figure 4. Electron spin resonance spectra of the manganese internal
standard (lying in two sides of the plot) and sample9 (middle peak
lying in the middle of the plot): (a) without irradiation; (b) under the
xenon lamp irradiation.

Figure 5. Spin concentration of sample9 plotted as the function of
the light irradiation time.

Figure 6. Spin numbers of sample9 plotted as a function of the weight.

Figure 7. Schematic of the extrinsic carrier generation pathways in
the layered photoreceptor containing the bisazo pigments.

Figure 8. Spin concentration plotted as a function of the average
quantum efficiency: (4) xenon lamp (() 569 nm irradiation.

TABLE 1: Average Quantum Efficiency of Pigments

no. av quantum efficiency

1 0.047
2 0.076
3 0.042
4 0.079
5 0.047
6 0.067
7 0.036
8 0.076
9 0.145
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neutralization rate should be proportional to the square root of
the incident light intensity.28 The average neutralization rate per
unit area within time, ort1/2, can be expressed by

The relationship betweenN and incident light intensity,I, is
shown in Figure 9. It is deduced that the bimolecular recom-
bination rate is negligibly small. Accordingly, once the free
carriers are generated at the interface, the holes among them
inject into the CTL and transport to the surface of the
photoreceptor effectively to compensate the surface charges, and
a substantial bimolecular recombination of the free carriers does
not occur.

The above observations are summarized as follows: the
bisazo pigment is first transited to the higher excited state by
absorption of photons in the bulk of the CGL. The exciton in
the higher excited state (S*) relaxes to the lowest excited state
(S1). The exciton diffuses to the bisazo-CTM interface to
generate ET, which forms a geminate pair (S-‚T+). The
geminate pair dissociates into the free carriers or undergoes
geminate recombination. The free carriers neutralize the surface
charges of the photoreceptor and never undergo bimolecular
recombination. These are the whole processes of the extrinsic
photocarrier generation. Since the exciton diffusion rate is fast
enough in the overall processes, the exciton diffusion process
is not a rate-determining step. Thus, we concentrate on
consideration of the other elementary processes.

Because the photoinduced discharge of the surface potential
is emission-limited under the experimental conditions,29 the
steady states are postulated to be the intermediates of S1 and
(S-‚T+). Thus, the overall photocarrier generation rate constant,
ks, is expressed as

When the geminate pair can generate the free carriers effectively
at the electric field,kdiss . kgr and kdiss . k-et are assumed.
Thus, eq 3 is simplified to

Now we consider the case ofket . kL. Whenket . kL, eq 4 is
simplified to

Becausekdiss . kgr andkdiss . k-et have been presumed, it
means that the generation efficiency of the free carriers from
the geminate pairs equals unity under higher electric fields.
Under this condition, the quantum field of the overall photo-
carrier generation is defined by30

Substituting eq 5 into eq 6, one obtains

Because the quantum efficiency of the photoreceptor was
measured by using the same kind of CTM with the same DEH
content, the concentration of [T] in eq 7 is the same. It is,
therefore, suggested that the quantum efficiency of the overall
photocarrier generation strongly depend on the CGMs.

ket . kL means that the electron in the HOMO of the ground
state of CTM injects into the hole much faster than that in the
LUMO of the photoexcited state of CGM (see Figure 10a).
According to the Marcus’s expression of the electron transfer,28

∆E is the difference between the HOMO energy levels of CTM
and CGM.

When the HOMO energy level of CGMs is lower than that
of CTM, the geminate-pair generation process is exothermic
(∆E > 0).28 The exothermic process benefits the enhancement
of the geminate-pair generation rate. The AM1 calculation show
that the HOMO energy levels of all bisazo pigments are lower
than that of CTM (DEH was used here) (see Figure 2). The
geminate-pair generation process of all bisazo pigments is
exothermic, and thus the geminate-pair generation rate is fast.
Since the geminate-pair generation and deactivation are two
competitive processes (see Figure 10a), the fast geminate-pair
generation rate means that the geminate-pair deactivation rate
is relatively slow.kgr is regarded as the rate constant of charge
recombination. When the energy difference is zero (∆E ) 0),
kdiss is considered to be the charge transfer and strongly depends
on electric field.28 When the quantum efficiency of the photo-
receptor was detected under the high electric field (2.2× 107V/
m), the charge transfer is fast. Since the charge transfer and
charge recombination are two competitive processes (see Figure
10b), the fast charge transfer means that the charge recombina-

Figure 9. Neutralization rate for the surface chargeN versus
illumination rate of incident lightI for the dual-layered photoreceptor.
The electric fields were at 2.2× 107 V m-1.

Figure 10. Schematic energy diagram of the simplified extrinsic
photogeneration expressed by four elementary processes: (a) geminate
hole-electron pair generation process, the geminate-pair generation
(charge separation) competing with the deactivation of the excited state;
(b) free carrier generation process, the geminate-pair dissociation
(charge transfer) competing with the geminate-pair recombination
(charge recombination).

η )
kS

kS + kL
(6)

η )
kE

kE + kL[T]
(7)

ket/k-et ) exp(∆E/kBT) (8)

∆E ) EHOMO(CTM) - EHOMO(CGM) (9)

N )
εε0hC∆V

elλ
1

t1/2
(2)

ks )
kEkdissket

kLkdiss+ kLk-et + kLkgr + ketkdiss[T] + ketkgr[T]
(3)

kS )
kEkdissket

kLkdiss+ ketkdiss[T]
(4)

ks ) kE/[T] (5)
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tion rate is relatively slow. In addition, when∆E ) 0.40 eV,
the magnitude ofket/k-et is calculated to be 5.8× 106. The
smallest∆E among these bisazo pigments is equal to 0.43 eV
(sample 8). This obviously reveals that the geminate-pair
generation takes place predominantly, while the substantial back-
process does not occur. Therefore, the photocarrier generation
of these bisazo pigments may fit the condition for eq 7 (ket .
kL, kdiss . kgr, andkdiss . k-et). This means that the quantum
efficiency of the photoreceptor strongly depends on CGM. The
spin concentration measured under magnetic field and light
irradiation can display the photocarrier generation of bisazo
pigments. Thus, the linear relationship between the spin
concentration and the average quantum efficiency was under-
stood without difficulty.

Conclusions

In the case of a series of bisazo pigments synthesized from
1,5-diaminoanthraquinone, the quantitative relationship between
the average quantum efficiency and the spin concentration
measured under irradiation was shown. Then, the quantum
efficiency of the overall photocarrier generation was investigated
by the kinetic method, which uses the rate constants of the
elementary processes. The linear relationship between the
average quantum efficiency and spin concentration was ex-
plained by the equation obtained from the above kinetic
investigation. This is a strong indication that ESR is another
efficient method to investigate the details of the photocarrier
generation process for the organic photoconductive materials.
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Appendix: Derivation of Equation 3

Because the photoinduced discharge was measured under the
emission-limited condition, the concentration of the intermediate
in Figure 9, S1 is presumed to be the steady state. Thus, a
concentration change in term of rate is given as

kE represents the S1 generation rate constant,kL represents
the S1 deactivation rate constant,ket represents the geminate-
pair generation rate constant, andk-et represents the rate constant
of its corresponding reverse process.

For the other intermediate, (S-‚T+),

kdissrepresents the geminate-pair dissociation rate constant, and
kgr represents the geminate-pair recombination rate constant.

The overall photocarrier generation rate constant,kS, is
expressed by

From eqs A1 and A2, [S1][T] could be eliminated as

According to eqs A3 and A4, A5 is induced.

After the concentration term, [(S-‚T+)], is canceled from A5,
the kS expression is given as
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d[S1]/dt ) kE[S0] - kL[S1] - ket[S1][T] + k-et[(S
-‚T+)] ) 0

(A1)

d[(S-‚T+)]
dt

) ket[S1][T] - (kdiss+ k-et + kgr)[(S
-‚T+)] ) 0

(A2)

kS[S0][T] ) kdiss[(S
-‚T+)] (A3)

kE[S0][T] -
kL(kdiss+ k-et + kgr)

ket[T]
[(S-‚T+)] -

(kdiss+ kgr)[(S
-‚T+)] ) 0 (A4)

kEkdiss

kS[T]
[(S-‚T+)] )

(kL(kdiss+ k-et + kgr)

ket[T]
+ kdiss+ kgr)[(S-‚T+)] (A5)

kS )
kEkdissket

kLkdiss+ kLk-et + kLkgr + ketkdiss[T] + ketkgr[T]
(3)
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